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Abstract

In this paper we study a variant of the bin packing problem in which the items to be packed are structured as the
a tree. The problem is motivated by document organization and retrieval. We show that the problem is NP-hard and
approximation algorithms for the general case and for the particular case in which all the items have the same size.
 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction bins is one-dimensional (i.e., a set�X ⊆ X such that∑
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Bin packing is the problem of arranging (packin
a sequenceX = {x1, . . . , xn} of items, each of size
s(xi) ∈ (0,1], into the minimum possible number o
containers (bins) of unit capacity. The sequenceX is
unstructured and the “geometry” of both items a
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The problem investigated in this paper can
regarded as a variant of classical bin packing, in wh
the items are the leaves of a tree and the goal is pac
while preserving some locality properties, i.e., lea
whose lowest common ancestor has low height sho
be possibly packed into the same bin. This prob
originates in the area of document organization
retrieval, where one is confronted with search
issues on very large structured, tree-like ontologies
clusters [1,4,5,9].

We identify the following algorithmic problem tha
informally, can be defined as the problem of distr
uting hierarchically structured objects into differe
repositories in a way that the access to subsets o
lated objects involves as few repositories as possib

.
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The problem. Given a treeT and a vertexv ∈ T ,
ST (v) will denote the subtree rooted atv, LT (v) and
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In the following we will denote withWT (v) the to-
tal weight of the leaves in subtreeST (v). Given a set of
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NT (v) will denote the set of leaves and internal nod
of ST (v), respectively.

Definition 1 (Node dispersal number). LetT = (V ,E)

be a tree andP a partition ofLT . Thenode dispersal
number for a nodev of T givenP is

ρ(v,P)= ∣∣{A ∈ P | LT (v) ∩A �= ∅}∣∣.
In other words, given a vertexv, ρ(v,P) counts

how many sets ofP intersectLT (v).

Definition 2 (Structured Bin Packing problem). Given
a treeT , a positive weight functionw :LT →N+ and
a positive integercapacity c � maxv∈T w(v), find a
partitionP of LT such that

(1) for every setA ∈ P the total weight of the leave
in A is bounded byc;

(2) the total node dispersal numberρ(P) =∑
v∈NT ρ(v,P) is minimum.

A feasible solution is a partitionP satisfying only
condition (1).

According to Definition 2, and identifying th
problem of packing the items inLv with that of
packingv, we see that the measureρ(P) is strictly
related to the average dispersal of internal nodes (
categories or clusters) over repositories.

Our results. The paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 we prove that the Structured Bin Pack
problem is NP-hard. In Section 3 we give a 2-appro
mation algorithm and we show that the analysis of
worst case performance ratio is tight. In Section 4
study the case in which the weight function is consta
We first prove that the problem remains NP-ha
also in this case and then we give an approxima
algorithm whose worst case performance ratio is 3/2.

2. Preliminaries

In order to simplify the notation, we will often dro
the subscript whenT is clear from the context, and w
will simply useL to denote the leaves ofT .
nodesV ′ ⊆ V and a partitionP , we defineρ(V ′,P)=∑
v∈V ′ ρ(v,P); given a subtreeT ′ = (V ′,E′) and a

partitionP , we defineρ(T ′,P)= ρ(V ′,P).

Lemma 1. Let (T ,w, c) be an instance of the Struc-
tured Bin Packing problem. Then, for every vertex v in
T and for every partition P of LT we have

WT (v)

c
� ρ(v,P)�

∑
ρ(u,P),

where the summation extends over the children of v.

Proof. On one hand, a set of the partition can n
weight more thanc, thus �WT (v)/c� sets are nec
essary. On the other hand, if a setA ∈ P intersects
LT (v), then there exists at least one childu of v such
thatA intersectsLT (u). ✷

The Structured Bin Packing problem is NP-hard
reduction from Minimum Bin Packing.

Definition 3 (Minimum Bin Packing). Given a finite
set of items with positive integer sizess1, . . . , sn and a
positive integer capacityc� maxsi , find a partitionQ
of {1, . . . , n} such that

∑
i∈A si � c for everyA ∈ Q

and|Q| is minimum.

We shall refer to the sum
∑

i∈A si as to thelevel
of A.

The Minimum Bin Packing problem is NP-har
approximable within 3/2 [8] but not approximable
within 3/2 − ε for any ε > 0 [6,3]. Nevertheless i
admits a FPTAS∞ and is approximable within 1+ ε in
time polynomial in 1/ε, whereε = O(log2(opt)/opt)
[7].

Theorem 1. The Structured Bin Packing problem is
NP-hard and it is not approximable within 3/2− ε for
any ε > 0.

Proof. Reduction is from Minimum Bin Packing
Suppose we are givenn items of sizess1, . . . , sn and
capacityc. Consider treeT having one internal nod
r andn leavesl1, . . . , ln such thatw(li)= si , for each
i. The valueρ(P) = ρ(r,P) is exactly the minimum
number of bins needed to pack then items.
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Since the reduction is cost preserving, the inap-
proximability result holds. ✷
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bins. Similar conclusions hold for the other accurate
off-line or semi-online algorithm [2].
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3. Arbitrary weights on leaves

A naive solution to the Structured Bin Packin
problem consists of running an accurate off-line b
packing algorithm on input the leaves and using
contents of the bin to determine the partition. Ho
ever, this strategy can lead to high node dispersals
see this, consider the following instance of the Str
tured Bin Packing problem (see Fig. 1): the root
connected withk internal nodes, each of which is co
nected with four leaves, with weightsc/4, c/4 − 1,
c/4 − 2 andc/4 − 3. It is easy to see that the op
mal solutionPO has costρ(PO)= 2k and consists o
simply putting the leaves with same parent node i
a single bin (or partition). Indeed, the dispersal of a
internal node is one (which is the minimum possib
and the dispersal of the root isk (again the minimum
sincek bins are required).

Consider now using First Fit Decreasing (FFD)
packing the leaves. It is again easy to see that using
partition produced by FFD each of thek internal node
has dispersal 4 while the root has still dispersalk. This
shows that the asymptotic performance ratio of t
algorithm (derived from FFD) is at least 5/2. However,
by appropriately modifying the input instance, t
ratio can be made much worse.

The example also shows that minimizing the nu
ber of bins (sets in the partition) is not a good idea
general. In fact, even an exact (non-polynomial tim
bin packing algorithm can be easily forced to put in
bin only items belonging to different subtrees. Note
this respect, that FFD optimally places the items in
In the rest of this section we present a recursive
approximation algorithm to solve the Structured B
Packing problem. We prove that the analysis of
worst case performance ratio is tight by giving
family of trees for which the approximation fact
approaches two.

The input of the recursive call is a vertexv and
the output is a partition ofL(v): if v is a leaf then
the output is simply the singleton composed byv.
Otherwise a recursive call is made on the child
of v collecting the results in a partitionP of L(v).
Considering the cardinality of each set inP as an item
size, the algorithm computes a feasible solution to
Minimum Bin Packing problem. Finally, the recursiv
call returns a coarser partition obtained fromP by
merging the sets that have been packed together.

Let BP(c; s1, . . . , sn) be an approximation algo
rithm for the Minimum Bin Packing problem. W
say that BP is areasonable bin packer if the levels
l1 � l2 � · · · � lm of the bins in the solution compute
by BP are such that (1)li > c/2, for all 1� i < m and
(2) lm−1 + lm > c. These conditions together simp
say that the solution is minimal, in the sense that
two bins can not be merged together without violat
the capacity constraint.

The recursive procedure of the approximation al
rithm for the problem is the following:

Approx-SBP (v)
if v is a leaf then return{v};
for each childui of v (i = 1, . . . , n)
Pi = Approx-SBP(ui);

Q= BP(c; |P1|, . . . , |Pn|);
returnP = {A |A= ⋃

i∈QPi, Q ∈Q}.
eaves that

Fig. 1. Example of the use of FFD withk = 4. Leaves in each subtree have weightc/4, c/4− 1, c/4− 2 andc/4− 3, going from left to right.
(a) Optimal solution to the Structured Bin Packing problem. (b) Solution obtained using FFD on the set of leaves. Lines connect the l
are packed in the same bin.
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Lemma 2. Given a tree T = (V ,E) and a positive
integer capacity c, let PO be the optimal partition of
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the leaves and let PA be the one found by Approx-
SBP using a reasonable bin packer BP. For every
vertex v ∈ V we have

2 · ρ(v,PO)� ρ(v,PA).

Proof. Suppose thatρ(v,PO) < ρ(v,PA) = m, and
let l1 � l2 � · · · � lm be the levels of the solutio
returned byApprox-SBP (v) at nodev.

SinceBP is reasonable, observing that the sum
the levels isWT (v), we have

WT (v)=
m−2∑
i=1

li + (lm−1 + lm)

> (m− 2)c/2+ c=mc/2,

that implies 2·WT (v)/c >m. From Lemma 1 we hav
thatρ(v,PO)�WT (v)/c and hence

2 · ρ(v,PO)� 2 · WT (v)

c
>m= ρ(v,PA). ✷

Theorem 2. Approx-SBP is a 2-approximation
algorithm.

Proof. Using the same notation of Lemma 2, we ha

2 · ρ(PO)= 2 ·
∑
v∈V

ρ(v,PO)

�
∑
v∈V

ρ(v,PA)= ρ(PA). ✷

The bound of Theorem 2 is tight. Indeed we ha
the following result.

Theorem 3. There exists a family of trees for which the
asymptotic worst case performance ratio of Approx-
SBP approaches 2.

Proof. Given a positive integern > 0 consider the
pair (T , c) wherec = 4n and treeT = (N ∪ L,E) is
defined as follows:

N = {vk | 0 � k < 2n− 1} ∪ {zk | 1� k < 2n− 1}
is the set of internal nodes and

L= {
lk | 0 � k < (2n− 1)(2n+ 1)

}

Fig. 2. Example ofT for n= 2 andc= 8.

is the set of leaves. Edges are such thatL(vk) =
{li | �i/(2n + 1)� = k} (for 0 � k < 2n − 1), and
the children of thezk ’s are {zk−1, vk} (for 1 < k <

2n − 1), while the children ofz1 are {v0, v1}. Also,
for eachlk ∈ LT , we setw(lk) = 1 (see Fig. 2 for an
example).

First of all, consider the solutionPA of Approx-
SBP on input (T , c). As it is easy to checkPA =
{L(vk) | 0 � k < 2n− 1}, sinceApprox-SBP(vk)=
L(vk) (for 0 � k < 2n − 1) and no such sets ca
be merged, sinceW(vk) = |L(vk)| = 2n + 1> c/2.
Hence, ρ(vk,PA) = 1 (for 0 � k < 2n − 1) and
ρ(zk,PA)= k + 1 (for 1� k < 2n− 1), therefore

ρ(PA)= (2n− 1)× 1+
∑

1�k<2n−1

(k + 1)

= 2n2 + O(n).

Now, consider the solution of an algorithm (call
Simple from now onwards) that packs the leav
traversing the tree frontier from left to right in se
of size c. Let Sk = {li | �i/4n� = k}, for 0 � k <

�|L|/4n� = n, then the solution computed bySimple
is PS = {Sk | 0 � k < n} and

L(v2k)⊆ Sk 0 � k < n,

L(v2k+1)⊆ Sk ∪ Sk+1 0 � k < n− 1,

L(zk)⊆
⋃

0�i<�1+k/2�
Si 0 � k < 2n− 1

so thatρ(vk,PS) = 1 + (k mod 2) � 2 (for 0� k <

2n − 1) and ρ(zk,PS) � �1 + k/2� (for 1 � k <

2n− 1). Hence

ρ(PS)� (2n− 1)× 2+
∑

1�k<2n−1

�1+ k/2�

= 2
∑

2�i�n

i = n2 + O(n).
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Finally, given the optimal solutionPO , the asymp-
totic worst case performance ratio ofApprox-SBP
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on input(T , c) can be bounded as follows:

ρ(PA)
ρ(PO)

� ρ(PA)
ρ(PS)

� 2n2 + O(n)

n2 + O(n)
= 2+ o(1). ✷

4. Unitary weights on leaves

In this section we study the case in which t
weight function is constant. Without loss of general
we can assume thatw(v)= 1 for each leafv ∈ LT and
observe that, under this hypothesis, we always h
WT (v)= |LT (v)|, for eachv in the tree.

We first show that the problem is still NP-hard a
then that in this case it is possible to use a simp
algorithm to obtain better performance ratio.

Lemma 3. For every tree T = (N ∪ L,E) having all
the leaves at distance 2 from the root r and for every
partition P of the leaves, there exists a partition P ′
such that

(1) ρ(P ′)� ρ(P),
(2) for every v ∈ N \ {r}, there exists A′ ∈ P ′ such

that LT (v)⊆A′; i.e., ρ(v,P ′)= 1.

Proof. We iterate the following argument over a
nodesv̂ ∈N such thatρ(v̂,P) > 1.

DefineP ′ = {A′ �= ∅ | there existsA ∈ P s.t.A′ =
A \ LT (v̂)} ∪ LT (v̂). Then,ρ(v̂,P ′) = 1 < ρ(v̂,P)
and for eachv �= v̂ that is not the root, we hav
ρ(v,P ′)= ρ(v,P). Finally, for the rootr, ρ(r,P ′)=
|P ′| � |P |+ 1= ρ(r,P)+ 1. Henceρ(P ′)= ρ(r,P ′)
+ ∑

v∈N\{r} ρ(v,P ′)� ρ(P). ✷
Theorem 4. The Structured Bin Packing problem with
unitary weights is NP-hard.

Proof. Reduction is from Minimum Bin Packing
Suppose we are given an instance of Minimum B
Packing with capacityc and items of sizes1, . . . , sn.
We define treeT as in Fig. 3.

Let P be a feasible solution to the Structur
Bin Packing problem onT with capacity c. By
Lemma 3, we can assume thatρ(i,P) = 1 for every
1 � i � n. The partitionQ of {1, . . . , n} given by
Fig. 3. TreeT constructed in the reduction from Min Bin Packin
on input(c; s1, . . . , sn).

the sets{i | LT (i) ⊆ A ∈ P}, for 1 � i � n, has
the same cardinality ofP and gives immediately
a feasible solution to the Minimum Bin Packin
problem. Moreover,ρ(P)= |Q| + n. WheneverP is
such thatρ(P) is minimum,|Q| is also minimum. ✷

Unfortunately, the reduction given in Theorem
is not cost preserving and so it does not lead to
inapproximability result.

4.1. Algorithm Simple

In this section we study the approximation fac
of AlgorithmSimple that packs the leaves traversi
the tree frontier from left to right in sets of sizec
producing partitionPS . We show that the cost of th
solution given bySimple is not more than 3/2 far
away from optimum.

Lemma 4. Given tree T rooted in r , ρ(r,PO) �
ρ(r,PS) and, for every vertex v in the tree, we have
ρ(v,PS)� ρ(v,PO)+ 1.

Proof. Given partitionPS , at the root of the tree w
haveρ(r,PS) = �|LT |/c�, by construction. For an
partitionP (and thus also forPO ) we haveρ(r,P)�
�|LT |/c�.

Given vertexv ∈ T we haveρ(v,PS)� �|LT (v)|/
c� + 1 � ρ(v,PO)+ 1. ✷

Let N1 = {v ∈ N | ρ(v,PO) = 1} and N2 =
N \ N1 = {v ∈ N | ρ(v,PO) � 2}. Observe tha
ρ(N2,PO)� 2|N2| and that by Lemma 4 we have th
ρ(N2,PS)� ρ(N2,PO)+ |N2|. Hence

ρ(N2,PS)/ρ(N2,PO)� 1+ |N2|/ρ(N2,PO)
� 3/2.
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Nodes inN1 form a setT of at most|N1| distinct
subtrees ofT such that if the root of a subtree belongs
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to N1 also all the internal nodes of the subtree do.
T ′ ∈ T be a subtree withn internal nodes, heighth,
rooted inr ′. Obviously,ρ(T ′,PO)= n and the worst
thing that algorithmSimple might do is to split the
leaves ofT ′ into two distinct elements of partitionPS .
Let z be the lowest common ancestor of two leav
of T ′ belonging to two different elements ofPS and
consider Path(r ′, z), the unique path form noder ′ to z
in T ′. Then for each vertexx ∈ Path(r ′, z) we have
ρ(x,PS) = 2, while for any other vertexy not in
the path we haveρ(y,PS) = 1. Hence,ρ(T ′,PS) �
2 · h + 1 · (n − h) = n + h. Whenevern � 2h, then
ρ(T ′,PS)/ρ(T ′,PO)� 3/2.

So, let us finally concentrate on the set of disjo
subtreesTi ∈ T (with ni internal nodes, heighthi )
such thatni < 2hi , for i = 1, . . . ,m and somem> 0.
As we assume that internal nodes have outdegre
least two, then it must beni = 2hi − 1, for all i, and
ρ(Ti,PO)= 2hi − 1 whileρ(Ti,PS)� 3hi − 1.

As theTi are disjoint, ifSimple splits the leaves
of eachTi into two distinct elements ofPS , then at the
root r of T it must beρ(r,PS) � m and, thus, there
must exist a positive integerK such thatρ(r,PS) =
K + m. Remembering thatρ(r,PO) � ρ(r,PS), we
have

ρ

(
{r}

⋃
i

Ti,PO
)

= ρ(r,PO)+
m∑
i=1

ρ(Ti,PO)

�m+K +
m∑
i=1

(2hi − 1)

=K + 2
m∑
i=1

hi,

ρ

(
{r}

⋃
i

Ti,PS
)

= ρ(r,PS)+
m∑
i=1

ρ(Ti,PS)

�m+K +
m∑
i=1

(3hi − 1)

=K + 3
m∑
i=1

hi,

and, asK � 0, we can conclude with the followin
theorem.
t

Fig. 4. In this examplec= 5.

Theorem 5. Let PS and PO be the partition found by
Simple and by the optimal algorithm, respectively.
Then ρ(PS)/ρ(PO)� 3/2.

The analysis of Theorem 5 turns out to be accur
Consider the class of treesT (c)= (V ,E) as in Fig. 4:
N = {r, v1, . . . , vc} andL = {l1, . . . , lc(c−1)}, wherer
is the root, thevi ’s are the children of the root an
eachvi hasc − 1 leaves. It is easy to see thatPS has
cardinalityc − 1 and that onlyL(v1) andL(vc) are
entirely contained in one element ofPS . Hence we
have,ρ(r,PS)= c− 1,ρ(

⋃
i vi,PS)= 1 · 2+ 2 · (c−

2)= 2c − 2 andρ(PS) = ρ(r,PS)+ ρ(
⋃
i vi,PS)=

3c−3. Consider, now, partitionP of cardinalityc such
that elementPi ∈ P is LT (vi), for i = 1, . . . , c. We
have thatρ(r,P)= c, thatρ(vi ,P)= 1 and therefore
thatρ(P)= 2c. The ratioρ(PS)/ρ(PO) tends to 3/2
asc tends to infinity.

To conclude, observe thatSimple does not work
this well in the general case of Section 3: consi
a tree with one single noder and 2c leaves whose
weights are, alternatively, 1 andc. Simple finds a
partitionPS such thatρ(r,PS) = 2c, while the opti-
mal solution puts all the leaves with weight 1 togeth
and finds a solutionPO such thatρ(r,PO)= c+ 1.

Remark. One could object that algorithmSimple is
too naive, in the sense that we could have poss
better solution if we did not require the leftmo
element of the partition to have cardinality exactlyc.
Let Smart-Simple be an algorithm that compute
this improved solution, sayPSS . Observe that given
PS solutionPSS can be computed in O(cn) time.

Obviously the 3/2 upper-bound is valid also fo
Smart-Simple but, unfortunately, also tight a
there is a class of trees for which the approximat
factor ofSmart-Simple approaches 3/2.
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Consider again the example of Fig. 4. Any possible
partition with shift greater than zero hasc elements,
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problem that achieve asymptotic performance ratio
very close to one, e.g., first fit, space bounded next
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while the partition with shift zero is the only one
have c − 1 elements. For any partitionP with any
shift, there are exactly two distinct indicesi �= j such
thatLT (vi) andLT (vj ) are completely contained i
one element of the partition (indicated with a cro
in the example). Hence,ρ(vi,P) = ρ(vj ,P) = 1
and ρ(vk,P) = 2 for any k �= i, j . It is now clear
that ρ(PSS) = ρ(PS) and we already know tha
ρ(PS)/ρ(PO) approaches 3/2 whenc goes to infinity.

An indicator for Simple. Even if we have shown
class of trees for which the performance ofSimple
approaches 3/2 we observe that in many other cas
the algorithm performs much better and might
very close to the optimal solution. Given treeT =
(N ∪L,E), by Lemmas 1 and 4 we have

ρ(PO)�
∑
v∈N

|L(v)|
c

and

ρ(PS)� ρ(PO)+
∑
v∈N

1 = ρ(PO)+ |N |,

respectively. Hence,

ρ(PS)
ρ(PO)

� 1+ c|N |∑
v∈N |L(v)| . (1)

It is likely that for the majority of trees the rati
R = c|N |/∑

v∈N |L(v)| approaches zero. Neverth
less, this bound need not to be tight. Consider, for
ample, the tree in Fig. 4:R is 3/4 (for the class of tree
it is always greater than 1/2) and from (1) we only ge
that, for this instance, the approximation factor is l
than 7/4.

5. Open problems

When the item sizes are relatively small there
simple approximation algorithms for the bin packi
fit [2]. The hard instance for the algorithm given
Section 3, where the items are very small with resp
to the bin size, seems to suggest that the requirem
of locality, that this algorithm pursues by packi
together subtrees to the maximum possible exten
a serious obstacle to find packing schemes with ra
close to one. This is the natural question left open.
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